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How  iron  shark got  powers ? He  got  attacked by shark then  he  sunk to the bottom of the ocean 
floor.  In 7 minutes a talking fish  woke him up. The talking fish told him  not to  go on top of the 
water Iron Shark said you can’t talk under water. Didn’t I tell you, you have  super powers  hurry up. 
Snake  arms will come  back.  Can  you  help  me  make  my  suit.  Yes  I will  iron  shark. Everybody  
run  snake  arms as  returned. I will fight him  they  fight a lot then  they become  friends. 
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                                         How Iron Shark Got Powers 
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Iron shark can wrestle great white sharks. He can talk under water. He 
shoots out shark teeth. Iron shark can also protect himself with armor. 
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When iron shark  was fighting snake arms Snake  arm  ran  away - he was hoping that he is going to 
get a shooter to blast iron shark.  Snake  arm came  back  because it felt bad. It felt bad because the 
iron shark was winning the battle. 
They got tired after a long fight and they decided to become a good friends. 
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Snake Arms Attacks Iron Shark
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They decided that using their 
powers together, it can make 
them even more powerful.

We can be the ultimate team.

Yes, we can save save lots of 
people and animals 
together.from a great white 
sharks.

“Great idea”, said the shark.

After that, they become best 
friends forever.

 iron  shark
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1.Did iron shark win the 
battle?
                                                               
2. Did Snake Arms defat 
Iron Shark?                                                  
3. Did Iron Shark pull out 
snake arms hand?
    

the answer for number 1 
is yes  the  answer for 
number 2 is no                  

                                                                                                 

Shark Questions
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My name  is  Ilan  I  am  7 years old. I live in North Carolina. I don’t like going to sleep.I enjoy watching TV .
I am an artist and like to  draw sharks .I wrote this book because I like sharks and I am a big fan of Iron Man.
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